Lacked

A robust walkthrough of the Hyrax stack

Lacked

Clarity between conference webiste, wiki pages, and sched (communication)

Lacked

I don't want to install stuff on my phone

Lacked

Wish I'd known that breakfast/lunch were hot on Thursday (as opposed to what we had on Wednesday)

Lacked

Dedicated meeting times for interest groups

Lacked

Sessions were developer focused it seemed, would have been nice to have more user focused options

Lacked

Content on user perspective/needs

Lacked

UX focus / content

Lacked

Dev time at the end to implement new ideas

Lacked

Hearning about "community over code" is worrying like people are going their own way

Lacked

Time to [explore???] Day 3 track and think about what to do

Lacked

Scheduling can be better. Unconference at the end of the day kinda sucks...

Lacked

Enough time to prepare for Thursday unconference

Lacked

Some spaces for unconference not conducive for group discussion

Lacked

Comfy places to sit and rest on Thursday

Lacked

Limited variety of snack/lunch foods (no/little gluten-free, decaf options)

Lacked

Better food options particulary gluten-free options

Lacked

Protein at breakfast

Lacked

Protein at breakfast

Lacked

Honestly, not much. Maybe having everything in the same areas? As opposed to different buildings /
different days.

Lacked

Limited number of outlets / powerstrips on day 1 & 2

Lacked

Consistent nametag information - so many first names only!

Lacked

Wifi not entirely reliable

Lacked

More on infrastructure topics

Lacked

Repository of conference proceedings

Lacked

Related to dev --> more hands-on workshops --> maybe a three day track for developers

Lacked

Consistent A/V setup -- some rooms needed mics

Lacked

Very code-heavy presentations

Lacked

Reminder of how to be a gatekeeper -- we need a thoughtfu revision of those guidelines & presentation
thereof

Lacked

Themed dinners

Lacked

Organization of dinners / social events

Lacked

Enough microphones

Lacked

Can it go lightning talks and then posters?

Lacked

Time to enjoy something about St. Louis

Lacked

More inclusive social acitivity (outside of conference)

Lacked

Organized evening events for interest groups / topics

Lacked

A full group activity Thursday

Lacked

Musical guest & fireworks / laser light show

Lacked

Demos

Lacked

Description of breakfast (more details please)

Lacked

Rooms were hot

Lacked

Room captions / timekeepers

Lacked

Discuss / work on documentation

Lacked

For nothing!

Lacked

Hard to tell how technical a presentation would be from description

Lacked

Some presenters didn't introduce themselves or just first name only "You all know me" is not optimal to
introduce to new folks

Lacked

More time to move between sessions

Lacked

Daily emails went to spam -- didn't find at first!

Lacked

Clearer organization strategies for getting a sense of how many people were going where

Lacked

Room numbers picked for panels in advance

Lacked

Announce developer congress dates along with dates for conference. Not after the fact.

Lacked

Lightning talks & posters at same time

Lacked

Abiilty to do both lightning talks and poster sessions

Lacked

Ability to do posters and lightning talks at the same time

Lacked

I thought that there could have been a general reception aside from any sessions

Lacked

Enough clones of myself to do more workshops & sessions

Lacked

Metadata-related unconference scheduling disaster

Lacked

Dead time between IG/WG updates and poster sessions

Lacked

Time to attend lightning talk since I was manning the poster

Lacked

Deep dive -- show code

Lacked

More in-depth info on projects for newbies

Lacked

Space for all (or more) underrepresented communities to get together

Learned

Lots of moving parts to Samvera

Learned

The way Kyrax as a product is planned, developed, and managed

Learned

A lot about the current state of many community projects -- really got the big picture

Learned

The approach & lessons learned from various universities to develop Samvera-based solutions

Learned

What other people are doing

Learned

There are a lot of common needs still looking for a platform to collaborate

Learned

Of similar work being done at other institutions

Learned

Community is hyper polyglot

Learned

About new tools we can actually start using

Learned

About several tools we can use now!

Learned

I learned about webpack & stimulis

Learned

Found out stuff about Valkyrie (as non-developer)

Learned

A lot more about Valkyrie

Learned

Related to dev --> actor stack --> Valkyrie

Learned

A lot about Valkyrie (including what the heck it is)

Learned

New community efforts and progress with Valkyrie and wings. I didn't now these were being developed

Learned

About Wings. Knew nothing before this about it

Learned

What Wings is, exactly.

Learned

Gained a better understanding of relationship between Hyrax, Valkyrie, Fedora, etc.

Learned

Valkyrie details

Learned

More about gems I could use

Learned

Wings is progressing very well

Learned

A lot about Hyrax & Valkyrie

Learned

More about Valkyrie

Learned

A lot about how the Wings adapter sits in Hyrax for 2-way translation

Learned

Increasing institutional misalignment (my institution & the community)

Learned

Samvera Community needs better communication across community

Learned

The value of community in addition to code

Learned

About infrastructure / Docker

Learned

Others have same problems we do

Learned

I'm not the only one making mistakes or struggling

Learned

A couple of dev tricks from a junior developer & newbie

Learned

I learned what things the community is developing, which is quite helpful

Learned

Who was using particular tech (AWS, Docker, GraphQL)

Learned

About how others are approaching similar challenges

Learned

Tons at workshops

Learned

Mindful coding panel (content)

Learned

Different projects / components, how they relate

Learned

Hyku & how it serves as an out-of-box instance of Hyrax. Especially for any institution without a lot of
developer money

Learned

Wide array of work going on across the community

Learned

My challenges are also shared by others

Learned

How other institutions are using Hyrax & that they have the same issues that we do

Learned

Lots of people are struggling with the same issues we are (I learn this every year)

Learned

More about the Hyrax roadmap (Valkyrie specifically)

Learned

Docker's place in Hyrax development

Learned

Wings / Valkyrie

Learned

I learned how to work on Wings

Learned

To love Sched

Learned

Different deployment strategies

Learned

More about Wings & Valkyrie

Like

The facilities

Liked

An increase in diversity of attendees

Liked

Community over code (but code matters)

Liked

The sense of community

Liked

The clear amount of work for steering and future planning for the Samvera community

Liked

Everyone has been quite friendly

Liked

Very friendly, welcoming community to a newcomer

Liked

Broad, cross-job topic presentations

Liked

Variety of programming (for developers)

Liked

A keynote from WashU speaking about their research and teasing how we might help

Liked

Opening plenary

Liked

Keynote (both having one & the specific one we had)

Liked

Keynote subject

Liked

Opening keynote

Liked

The keynote

Liked

Opening plenary / keynote

Liked

The opening plenary speaker

Liked

Keynote

Liked

Keynote speaker

Liked

Keynote!

Liked

I loved the plenary speaker - I liked that it was an interesting brain-warming talk and not technical / vendor
/ etc.

Liked

Dev congress Valkyrie commit to code solved real issues

Liked

Dev congress was great!!! Got a lot done.

Liked

Overall structure of Monday event, Tuesday workshops, Wednesday-Friday conference (with half-day
Friday)

Liked

Diversity of work represented

Liked

Valkyrie presentations

Liked

Getting deep technical surveys of Valkyrie and other libraries

Liked

Openness to alternative app impllementations and/or tooling

Liked

Just the right number of unconferences

Liked

Yummy food

Liked

Full breakfast

Liked

Conference on a campus, not hotel

Liked

Location Wash U

Liked

Wash U campus

Liked

Smiling faces from host committee!

Liked

Conference was well organized

Liked

How organized & smoothly the conference went WUSTL ROCKS

Liked

Overall punctuality of events and presenters

Liked

All the signs for where meeting rooms are located

Liked

Buffet breakfast (yum!)

Liked

Refreshements every day

Liked

Snacks

Liked

Food on Thursday

Liked

Projectors & mics all worked well; facilities were nice

Liked

Bag check

Liked

Bag check!

Liked

Helper response to medical emergency

Liked

St. Louis & Wash U setting & location

Liked

Nearby lunch / dinner options on Delmar

Liked

Organization and signage and morning emails about the day plans

Liked

Venue was exceptional

Liked

Plenary lightning talks

Liked

Workshops!

Liked

Collaboration spirit and sharing

Liked

Talk about Samvera-level tools (API)

Liked

The nearby lunch / dinner options on Delmar

Liked

Wash U venue

Liked

Venue was amazing!

Liked

Signs on room doors

Liked

St. Louis - central & affordable

Liked

Bag check

Liked

The venues

Liked

Awesome sessions, especially code read throughs

Liked

Code of conduct

Liked

Private space for women's happy hour

Liked

Food was great

Liked

Food / snacks / beverages

Liked

Developer congress!

Liked

WG reports

Liked

The presentations on Thursday

Liked

Sponsorships! Get that $$$

Liked

Being at a university (I like us to be in our workspaces)

Liked

The venues

Liked

Facility. Wash U was amazing!

Liked

Stickers (hex)

Liked

The poster sessions variety

Liked

Mentorship program

Liked

Meeting new people in the community

Liked

All the hospitality

Liked

Getting to socialize with everyone (F2F time)

Liked

Seeing everyone together in person - always great for community building

Liked

All the newcomers to conference!

Liked

This is an awesome community

Liked

Genuine affection felt in this community

Liked

Meeting people I've only interacted with remotely

Liked

The positive vibe!

Liked

Seeing people in person

Liked

Meeting new people!

Liked

Good, ample time for unconference sessions

Liked

Very inclusive towards newer members of the community

Liked

Sessions about how people got into a bad situation & worked on making it better

Liked

Hearing about the successes and the challenges of everybody

Liked

Closing plenary

Liked

Session at end

Liked

Jess leading this session

Liked

Closing plenary

Liked

The retrospective

Liked

The structure & format of the conference

Liked

The food & the hosts!

Liked

The constant availability of snacks & drinks

Liked

Avaliability of coffee / food / refreshments at breaks & throughout

Liked

Amount of breakfast / lunch / break time for talking with people, exploring, resting, etc.

Liked

Long lunches

Liked

Longer lunch time, gave time for multiple conversations

Liked

Amount of available power outlets

Liked

Hands-on coding workshops

Liked

Workshops

Liked

Presentations on Thursday (folks talking about their experience & projects)

Liked

Food (light bites were amazing)

Liked

I liked the abundance of food :)

Liked

Issues for implementing Hyrax instance

Liked

API talk

Liked

Really liked overall schedule

Liked

The people!

Liked

Friendly people sharing their own systems / experience

Liked

Developer congress groups worked well

Liked

I liked getting to do some actual coding

Liked

So many great sessions!

Liked

I liked the short 25-minute sessions, though it meant a lot of moving around frequently

Liked

Keynote speaker and the fact that they were local

Liked

Keynote (having one and the one we had)

Liked

Shorter 30-minute Thursday sessions

Liked

Pre-conference dev congress

Liked

The unconference sessions

Liked

The closing plenary. Feels like the conference actually ended rather than petering off

Liked

Sessionizer

Liked

Room captains

Liked

Poster session was a good way to learn about projects / use cases

Liked

Conference tracks -- the quanity and the groupings

Liked

Time for walks between sessions

Liked

Plenary lightning talks

Liked

Keynote! Liked hearning new thoughts / perspectives re: local area also for thinking on context in repos

Liked

Opening plenary

Liked

Workshops

Liked

Infrastructure talks

Liked

Food

Longed for

Hands on Hyrax experience

Longed for

More beginner friendly tech talks/discussions

Longed for

A Samvera library of function and it's corresponding code/dependencies

Longed for

More interaction/sessions for non-developers

Longed for

More learning / context for the less technical - especially preconference workshops & unconferences

Longed for

Longer / more unconference time

Longed for

Schedule developer congress / partner and workshops should have bookended conference for those who
go to only 1

Longed for

Fedora details

Longed for

Hyrax on wings stickers (and I got them)

Longed for

A decision on a community manager (partners)

Longed for

Less duplication of effort in the community

Longed for

Distinct time for IG/WG meetings separate from unconference

Longed for

Would have liked a tour of campus, structured time to explore

Longed for

Outdoor sessions

Longed for

Spiked milkshakes

Longed for

Convenient water source during Monday's Developer Congress

Longed for

A central hotel for all

Longed for

Free parking closer hotel

Longed for

Not overlapping a Jewish holy day (I know this is hard in the fall.) (I missed the workshops & developer
congress)

Longed for

More organized social events in evening (e.g., newcomer dinner)

Longed for

A place on the conference wiki for self-forming social (e.g., group signup for dinner, signup to go to
museum or Arch, etc.). Done well at Salt Lake City.

Longed for

Dine-arounds

Longed for

Maybe a gathering for first-timers

Longed for

Bring back newcomers dinners

Longed for

Time to do something more active

Longed for

Organization dinner

Longed for

Social newcomer ops

Longed for

Organized all-conference happy hour

Longed for

Perhaps more evening networking oppotunities

Longed for

A clear moment egress of women in tech so we could collectively observe that loss

Longed for

A group hike / walk / activity

Longed for

More opportunities for social activities in the evening

Longed for

Better social options to meet more people

Longed for

People posting evening stuff on channel, e.g., "some of us are at x bar come on by!"

Longed for

More formally organized (or promoted) social events

Longed for

I missed finding out about the city museum event

Longed for

Newcomer dinner (sign-up for dinner with strangers)

Longed for

Social events w/ group

Longed for

Planned evening outing options - to plug into easier for those who know fewer people / options

Longed for

Official reception / social event

Longed for

Women's happy hour location that accepts credit card

Longed for

More newbie / old-hand mixing

Longed for

Assessing community needs comes at a cost - how does the Samvera software become generalized for
non-developers

Longed for

How is Samvera perceived by the Ruby on Rails community?

Longed for

Video recorded presentations

Longed for

UCB-3 dongles for presenters

Longed for

Not to be so spread out

Longed for

More details about meals provided. I didn't know Thursday breakfast was to be awesome (and I missed it)

Longed for

An announcement of posting our community manager position during opening plenary

Longed for

?

Longed for

More non-developer focused sessions

Longed for

Longer, more in-depth talks

Longed for

More time

Longed for

Wish there was more time for sessions, they were short

Longed for

More QA time for some sessions

Longed for

Live streaming and/or recording of classes / sessions / keynote

Longed for

Unconference sessions could have had the Google docs notes pre-attached on Sched

Longed for

Posters sesions not conflicting with lightning talks

Longed for

Wish it was a single track for a little longer

Longed for

Some competing sessions didn't need to be stacked against each other topically

Longed for

It was hard to decide which presentations to go to because of competing interests

Longed for

Wish the poster session and lightning talks did not happen at the same time

Longed for

More unconference sessions

Longed for

Best practices talks

Longed for

Karaoke group

Longed for

More geospatial or data presentations

Which L?

Feedback

